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This session is hosted by the Florida Rural Transit Assistance Program
(RTAP) in partnership between the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) and the Center for Urban Transportation
Research (CUTR) at the University of South Florida (USF).
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Overview
During this session we will be discussing policies and
procedures:
• When are they required?
• Who should we include in the development of our documentation?
• Document control and basics suggestions on formatting and content.
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Definitions
 Rule Chapter 14-90, Florida Administrative Code
• Florida’s standards for equipment and operational safety standards for
bus transit systems.

 Policy
• A document that identifies a company rule

 Procedure
• A document that provides a step-by-step instruction

 Requirement
• The rule, law, statute, or regulation mandating the existence of a
document
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Documentation
 Manual Sections:
• Name of manual
• Revision control sheet
• Table of contents
• Sections identifying
 Policy/procedure number
 Description of document
 Section number and description

• Policy and procedure documents
• Glossary of definitions, terms, and acronyms
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Documentation

Title

Date
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Documentation

Doc. #

Rev. Level & Date Rev. Description

HRL‐302 Rev. 1, 3/12/14

Updated daily usage

Pages affected
Pg. 1
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Documentation
 Only the changed policy or procedure requires to
be revised, recopied, and released for a change.
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Documentation Control
Each department policy or procedure needs a discrete
number to identify the department and type of document:
 Example: FNL-201, “FN” means Finance and “L” means
policy
 Example: OPR-702, “OP” means Operations and “R”
means procedure
 Each document needs to identify the release date
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Documentation

Policy/Procedure #

Description

Section 100 – Introduction to Manual
ADL‐101

Purpose & Scope of Manual
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Documentation

Adequacy:

A document that it is correctly written to define a process

Agency:

A transit facility
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Documentation

Document Number: OPL‐202
Revision: Orig.

Page 1 of 1

Revision Date:

Issue Date: 1/26/14
Department: Operations

Dept. Approval: ___________________
Jack Jones
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Documentation

Title: Investigation of Events
Requirement: Rule Chapter 14‐90.004
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Documentation

Accidents & Incidents
• When acting in the position of road supervisors, your main focus, when
responding to an accident/incident, is to gain control of the scene.
• Once you have control of the situation, start your assessment of the event.
• Document your observations and conversations with everyone and do an
independent report.
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Documentation Control
All policies and procedures should include:
•
•
•
•
•

Discrete identification number
Issue date
Page 1 of x
Revision number
Revision date

For department policies and procedures, include:
• Name of owner department
• Department approval including position
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Documentation Control
Department Approval Process:
• Department documents should be sent to department
managers/supervisors and C.E.O. for comment and approval
• Once approval is obtained, department head signs document

Agency documents should be sent to all department heads
for their comments and approval.
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Documentation Control
 Identify the requirement number in the body of the
document such as:
• State codes or rules (e.g. Rule Chapter 14-90, FAC)
• Statutes
• Federal circulars: FTA Circular 4220.1F

 Benefits
• Provides an easy method for searching documents for potential
changes
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Documentation
Control
Title: Investigation of Events
Requirement: Rule Chapter 14‐90.004
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Documentation Control
 Every document will identify a revision level
 Each document contains an area to identify a revision date
 There is a method to identify where a change is made in
the document such as the use of an “*”
 There is an area to describe the change
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Documentation Control
 The users of a document usually knows when either a
policy or procedure needs to be revised:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the reason for the change
Make the change in the document using an “*”
Update revision control sheet
Obtain approvals and have document signed
Conduct training as needed
Release document
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Documentation
Control
Revision: 1*

Revision Date: 7/20/14

• * Review the scene to determine if there are
any traffic cameras or cameras on
surrounding facilities and if so, determine if
they will show the event.
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Documentation
Control
Doc. #

Rev. Level & Date

Rev. Description

Pages affected

OPL‐202

Rev. 2, 7/20/14

*Added camera bullet

Pg. 1
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Documentation Control
 All documents should be read only on computers
 Originals may be kept on a secured server with signed
paper originals in a secured area
 Each paper original, approval sheets and all revisions of
that document, should be in its own folder
 Revisions need to be maintained in the same manner as
originals
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Writing a Document
Communication, Communication, Communication
 A simple way to explain to others what we want done and
how we want it done
 Policies and procedures are both written in the same way
 Use simple words to describe the action(s) to be taken
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Writing a Document
A policy or procedure must be clear and concise to all who
use it, regardless of their education:
 As an example, instead of concise, we could have said:
• Brief
• Short
• Or to the point
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Writing a Document
 General rules:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the process
Identify the owner and players
Do a process flow chart
Use simple wording
Avoid warning bells
Write it the way it is done as long as it is compliant
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Policies
 A policy is an agency’s rule or
regulation that employees need
to know, understand and follow
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Policies
 Are normally set by boards, counties, or governing
councils, and are created to be compliant with county,
state codes, rules, statutes, requirements, and Federal
Circulars
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Policies
 Policies may address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits
Smoking
Salary scales
Organizational levels and reporting structure
Signatory authorization and levels
Purchasing threshold approval level
Drug and alcohol
Working hours
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Policies
 A policy may include or address consequences of not
following the policy
 Unlike a procedure, which may be written for one
department, a policy is normally created to communicate
to the entire agency
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Policies
As a rule, policies should not include procedural steps in the
policy body. However, some agencies include the policy
statement as an introduction to the procedure.
 This method, while acceptable, maybe confusing to users
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Policies –
Missing
Information

32
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Policies –
Missing
Information
(Answers)
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Procedures
 Procedures are a step-by-step
sequence of instructions, that
provide employees with the
necessary information to complete
a task, process, or requirement
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Procedures
 Procedures are created:
•
•
•
•

To implement a policy
When more than one department is involved in the process
When required by regulation or law
To control a process
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Procedures
 Existence vs. Adequacy:
•
•
•
•

What is the difference?
Can you have adequacy without existence?
Can you have existence without adequacy?
Why are they important?
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Procedures
 Procedures are not always department specific:
• Intra-department (department): a procedure that provides instructions
for a process within a singular department
• Inter-department (agency): when a process addresses procedural
instructions for two or more departments
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Procedures
 Need to identify who the owner is and who the players are
in a process
 Review the entire process when making a decision on
ownership
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Procedures
 The development of a procedure should include those
individual(s) performing the tasks:
• Department procedure must include the associates performing the task
• Agency procedures should include at least one associate from each
department that performs their part of the process
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Procedures
 To write a procedure, you must fully
understand the process:
• A simple flowchart defines a process
• Everything we do is a process
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Procedures





Procedure formats
Friend or foe
Procedure contents
Use simple and easy words and/or
phrases when writing any document
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Procedures
 Correctly generated and written, procedures are our
“friends”
 They provide the necessary guidance to our employees
performing repetitive tasks that require compliance
 As a whole, employees want to do the job right the first
time
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Procedures – Benefits
 Clear and simple procedures = success
 The existence and adequacy of a procedure =
“compliance”
 Procedures that follow the process = “compliance”
 Procedures void of warning bells reduces noncompliances
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Warning Bells
 Words and/or phrases in a procedure that look good, but
can create compliance issues if not accomplished in
accordance with the wording.
• Examples:
• Within 24 hours
• Shall vs. may
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Procedures
 Compliance means to meet the requirements of, or
conforming with a specific rule, code, statute, law, or
circular
 Transit agencies in Florida, at a minimum, need to be
compliant with:
• Rule Chapter 14-90, Florida Administrative Code
• Applicable local government codes and regulations
• Various Federal Transit Administrative circulars
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Procedures
 Both Rule Chapter 14-90, FAC and numerous FTA circulars
require the creation of policies and procedures.
 Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training
Hiring
Safety & Security
Procurement
Finance
Maintenance
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Procedures
 Six steps for a new procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Determine need
Creation
Review
Approval
Release
Training

Determine
Need

Creation

Review

Approval

Release

Training
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Procedures – Missing Information

48
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Procedures – Missing Items
(Answers)
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Summary
 Identified when each type of document is required
 Discussed document control, sample formatting and
content
 Addressed “Warning Bells” and adequacy and existence
in documentation
 Reviewed Rule Chapter 14-90, Florida Administrative Code
and FTA compliance issues
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Conclusion
 These documents are
required, will help you and
your organization
 Will ensure consistency
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Questions or Comments
Course Instructor
Roberta Yegidis
ryegidis@usf.edu
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Contact Florida RTAP
Tony Brandin, CPM, FCCM
Transit Operations Manager
FDOT
(850) 414-4736
Tony.Brandin@dot.state.fl.us

Stephanie Lewis, M.Ed.
Florida RTAP Program Manager
CUTR
(813) 974-1123
zavacki@usf.edu
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Thank You!
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